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NFS Committed to safety,
helping out community
By DAVID B. AMERINE

At Nuclear Fuel Services, our
future' looks bright. We are the
sole provider of fuel for the U.S.
Naval Nuclear Propulsion pro-
_gram.

We are the nation's commercial
leader in down-blending highly-
enriched uranium into low
enriched forms suitable for use
in commercial nuclear reactors.

We are at the forefront of maxý
imizing our nation's energy
resources and creating green
energ& out of legacy nuclear
materials. .

SA.license renew.al will allow us
to continue this important work;
and will ensure that NFS oper-
ates only Under the stringent
regulatory requirements of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

At NFS 0ur goal is not only to
meet the NRC's requirements,
but to exceed them. Safety is
always our top priority.
- -We understand our duty to pro--
'tect the local environment. NFS
continually operates at emissions.
levels that are a small fraction of
what is aillowable under state and
federal regulations. We. have ..
undertaken a pioneering effort in
groundwater remediation,
cleaning up impacts from pre-
1980S operations..
SOur environmental standards
have consistently increased, and
as we .i.ove into the future, we.
understand that environmental
r'egulations may change.

Weare poised to.incorporate
those changes, and to finding-.
new and innovative ways to pro-
tect the environment and provide
greefi energy options for future "
generfations.
7 'We nnderstanrd' our duty. to
operate with the highest level of
nuclear safety. We not only .
expect that commitment from
our employees - we require it.
,Every employee who works

inside the facility must hold a

•'Department of Energy security
Sclearance, which is earned only
after a thorough background
check.

Each employee must undergo
significant training before he or
she can operate a valve or turn a
.wrench.

Every employee must ascribe
to our safety culture, which is a
collective commitment to empha-
size safety over any competing
priority.

Our'employees are patriots..
Many have served in America's,
armed forces, andall of them
support our nation's safety by
fueling the Navy. I am proud to
be counted as one of them.

I am also proud that NFS con-
tinues to bea significant eco-
nomic engine for our local com-
munity. NFS is a good place to
work.. We employ around 1,000 people
full time; including our con-
tractorand guard forces. Most of
us live in Unicoi and 'Washington
counties, and we have helped to
keep our local economy stable'
during the global economic
crisis, . -

We are. committed to providing
for our communities. We support
numerous local education
-resources, including the Unicoi
County Schools computer pro-
gram, the Erwin YMCA and the
Unicoi County Imagination
Library. We do this not only
because we know our company's
future is tied to the future of our'
community; but also because it is
the'right thing to do.

We know. our most important
duty is always the safety and
security of our neighbors. We
live in Erwin, we live in Johnson
City.'. We send our children to local
schools and.shop, in local stores.
We protectour workplace safety
just as vigorously as. we.protect
the safety of ouir:own homes.

David S. Amerine is president of
Nuclear Fuel Services Inc. in Erwin.

By B.A. O'NA

Company has a record of
violations, falsified reports

The Nov. 18 confirmatory
order to Nuclear Fuel Services is
a Nuclear Regulatory.
Commission enforcement action-
regarding fire dampers that had
not been inspected since 2003,
and inaccurate information was
given to the NRC saying they
had been inspected.

This is but one of the many
safety and regulatory issues
recently uncovered by a second
Independent Safety Assessment
Team" (SCUBA I) in 'a June21,
331-page report (NRC Public
Documents, ML101820096).

Here are a just a few more
SCUBA II findings. The report
stated that NFS:

* Has a standard of minimal
regulatory compliance

* Safety culture isigenerally
deficient and fails to meet regu-
latory expectations

S.Has demonstrated a-bias for
productign, cost and schedule
priorities over safety

N Does not routinely drill its
Emergency.Response
Organization to ensure it will
operate well in an actual acci-
dent or event. There is only one
trained team and no~back-up.

N Continues to:tolerate recur-
ring equipment problems' opera-..
tional burdens, workarounds and
degraded infrastructure issues. -
Equipment problems have
become accepted on a basis of
"run to failure" philosophy. -

* Did not meet Occupational
Safety and Health
Administration requirements in
a nutnber of areas, and the exec-
utive management Was not aware
of these issues

* Chemical safety is an area of
risk at the site.

E Signing that an action was
complete when it was not are
examples of falsification and/or
fraudulent behavior

In an Oct. 29 letter 'to NFS

regarding a surety bond, the
NRC' stated that two documents
NFS requested the NRC to sign
"contained inaccurate and mis-
leading information" (NRC
ML102920623)ý . •

The most receht inspection
report, dated Nov. 4, contains yet
another violation for "failure to,
follow plant procedures during a
safety related equipment
testing."

This involved a failed plant- air
valve (NRC ML103080989). (Not
following plant procedures was a
contributing factor in the'Oct.
13, 2009, accident.) This same
inspection report also addressed
a "lack of radiation protection
operating system experience.".

Have the state and federal reg-
ulators missed, neglected or
.simply turned a blind eye to all
of these issues for years,.or is it
a matter of trust without verifi-
cation? .

Since NFS is the source of all
the air emission data from 21
stacks and the water data on.an
estimated 75,000 gallons of waste
water discharged daily, is there a
chance that the public doses of.
radiation and water monitoring-
information could also be inaccu-
rate - and perhaps have been
for 53 years? MAybe-that's why.

ep scientist recently foulid con-
'fidrable amounts of:highly

enriched uranium in theriver'"
from Erwin to Greeneville.

If state and federal regulators
simply take NFS data as gospel,
then who is left to verify other
than citizens?

The public has an ethical and
legal right to information that
affects their health, safetymanid
environment, so if the regulators
can't-be relied on to 'trust but
verify," then the citizens must
cdnduct whatever- environmental
sampling is within their means to
do. It is simply a citizen's service
to public health and safety.

B.A. O'Neal isa member of the
Erwin Citizens Awareness Network Inc.
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